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Although interest in the measure ment and d escription o f social areas w ithin cities
has recently waned, during the 1970s and 1980s factorial ecology -- an approach
that can be seen as a continuation of a long intellectual tradition that bridged the
sociological and geographical study of the social character of cities -- contributed
to the understan ding of urba n social structur e and the sp atial patterns of these
social structures (D avies 198 4). The d imensions o f social variation prod uced in
such studies are a result of the geogra phical variation of neighborhood-level social
characteristics in cities. These studies have consistently sho wn that in add ition to
family and ethnic characteristics, socioecono mic status, for which inco me is one
surrogate measure, is one of the main sources of social variation, inequality, or
segregation in the residential areas of cities (Murdie and Teixeira 2000; Knox and
Pinch 2000; White 1987; Harris 1984). Researchers focusin g on the spe cific
measurement of segregation characteristics often overlook this link between key
dimensions of urban social variation and residential segregation (Harris 1984).
Since the 1980 s, interest in the socio -econom ic differentiatio n of cities has
shifted to more detailed studies of the geography of social inequality, social
polarisation, income distributions, income disparities, the spatial concentration of
poverty, and the presence of an urban underclass. Most of these studies point to
increasing urban expressions of social and econom ic disparity and disadvanta ge -in other words, changing degrees and characteristics of income segregation.
In the US, Winsberg (1989), for example, has shown that considerable income
polarisation between central cities and suburbs occurred between 1950 and 1980.
Abramson et al (1995) found that despite decreasing racial segregation, the segre-
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gation of the poor increased between 1970 and 1990 -- a feature that was strongly
associated with the segregation of female-headed households. Massey and Eggers
(1990,1993) have also identified the simultaneous geographical segregation
(concentration) of poverty and affluence in American m etropolitan areas -- a
spatial reflection of g rowing class polarisation. Neighborhood-level income
disparitie s appear to be most extreme in central cities and inner suburbs, and
decrease toward peripheral suburban areas (Chakravorty 1996), although the
degree of central city concentrated urban poverty is also typically a function of the
degree of racial and ethnic segregation (Coulton et al 1996).
Research on Canadian cities also points to increasing leve ls of poverty (Chek
ki 1999) a nd socio-e conom ic or incom e-based re sidential segreg ation, although the
spatial pattern of this kind of segregation is somewhat different to what may be
occurring in the US. MacLachlan and Sawada (1997) argued that the distribution
of household income among Canadian metropolitan census tracts is generally
becoming more unequal. T hey suggest that these “intertract disparities in income
have perhaps th e greatest meaning for urban C anadians a s they provid e visible
images of wealth and poverty in the landscape”(p.379). Bourne (1989) showed that
the degree or visibility of this segregation is also a function of city size -- large
places are generally more income-segregated. Moreover, Bourne also showed that
the pattern of changes in income-segregation does not reflect a simple cen tral city
to suburban gradient nor an intensification of sectoral-like distinctions (Bourne
1989, 1996, 1 997). R ather, the deg ree of intra-zonal variability around average
income gradients has widened, su ggesting a higher level of social polarisation
within concentric distance zones and even within neighbourhoods (Walks 2001).
This polarisation is most apparent within the older inner city and the newer outer
suburbs -- both areas are simultaneously becoming richer and poorer, at the same
time that there has been a relative decline in median income levels of middle and
older suburbs (Bourne 1997, 1989 ; Bourne and Lorius 1999; Wa lks 2001).
Hajnal (1995) has argued that the prob lem of conc entrated urb an pover ty is
relatively worse in Canada than it is in the US, and reinforces the continued spatial
representation of an under class (W ilson 198 7; Chekki 1 999) that is no t necessarily
a racial minority, but white. Kazemipur and Halli (2000) and Kazemipur (2000)
have charted the increasing and alarming trend, though somewhat city-specific,
toward extreme poverty ghettoes in Canada -- neighbourhoods with more than 40
% of the p opulation w ith income b elow the official L ow Incom e threshold.
Although Canadia n inner cities co ntain dispro portionate concentr ations of less
educated, low income, and unemployed persons, Broadway (1992) has shown that
levels of inner city deprivation have declined in those cities favored as national and
regional service centres (p.192). B ourne (1993 ) has also pointed out that while the
househo lds of central c ities in Canad a have, on a verage, be come po orer (desp ite
gentrification), these areas have not necessarily become more polarised since there
has been a substantial reduction in the proportion of families in the lowest (<
$20,00 0/annum) income ca tegory in these a reas.
In terms of a generalised “pattern” of income differentiation within Canadian
cities, the traditional Burgess concentric zonal model of a social status gradie nt
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increasing from the inner city to the suburbs still seems to do minate, as it do es in
the US (White 1987), although Walks (2001) has demonstrated for Toronto that
complex changes to these social ecological patterns are emerging in the postFordist metropolis. Balakrishnan and Jarvis (1991) claim that this gradie nt is
becoming more entrenched , although not to the same degre e as a Famil y Status
gradient. Bourne (1993) concurs, but emphasizes that the shape of this gradient has
also become more complex through time.
Most of the studies described above can be seen as a continuation of the
factorial ecology emphasis on socioeconomic differentiation, although they have
attempted to address the process, theoretical, and policy limitations of much of the
early factorial ecologies (Gottdiener 1985). They are, indirectly, co ncerned w ith
the changing patterns of residence and segregation of income groups -- the spatial
manifestation of broad er forces of stru ctural cleava ge. None , however, h as explored the utility of recent conceptual and methodological advances in the study
of residential segregation. There has been limited response to Bourne’s conclusion
that “the now rathe r sterile debate on inner-city-suburban contrasts must give way
to more sophisticated analyses of the multiple dimensions of incom e variations”
(Bourn e 1993 :1313), n or to his suggestion that there is an urgent need to further
investigate the geographical importance of income se gregation at a neighbourhood
level (Bourne 1996). Recent conceptual and methodological advances in our
understanding of residential segregation m ay shed som e light on the dim ensionality
of income variations in Cana dian cities.
Methodological debates over the most appropriate ways to conceptualise,
measure, and understand residential segregation have continued since the 1940s.
Massey and Denton’s (1988) exhaustive review of the conceptual and measurement issues revealed a state of methodo logical disarra y. This deb ate was virtually
silenced by their own empirical analyses of the behaviour of some twenty segregation measures (indices), in which they argued that “residential segregation” is a
five-dimensional phenomenon, consisting of Unevenness, Exposure, Concentration, Centralisa tion, and Clu stering (Ta ble 1).
Massey and Den ton’s (198 8) analysis seem s to have brought order to the field
of segregation studies. Their study had three important methodological implications. First, their analysis revealed that segregation was a multidimensional construct. Second, it demonstrated that the vast array of indices prev iously employed
in segregation studies could gene rally be seen to be complementary rather than
competitive -- comprising a suite of indices, all of which summarise unique features of a larger construct of residential segregation . Third, their stu dy pointed to
key indicators or specific indices that best summarised the five dimensions, meaning that researchers could potentially achieve some parsimony when measuring
these different aspe cts of segrega tion. For instan ce, the re-affir mation of the
Dissimilarity Index (the most widely used index of segregation) as the key indicator for Une venness sho wed that its exten sive use in past stu dies was no t
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TABLE 1 Summary Characteristics of Dimensions of Segregation1
Dimension
Summary Attribu tes
Evenness /
Unevenness

- The differ ential sp atial di stribu tion of t wo social gr oups (mi nority vs m ajority)
among th e areal un its (e.g. census t racts) wi thin a c ity.
- A minority is segregated if it is unevenly distributed across the set of census
tracts.
- Segregation is maximised when no minority and majority members share a
common area of resi dence.

Exposure /
Isolation

- The degree of potential contact or probability of interaction between minority
and maj ority grou p members within g eographi c areas of a city.
- The extent to which minority and majority members physically confront one
another through sharing the same residential area.
The "experience" of segregation felt by the average minority or majority member.
- Exposure summarises the residentially based probability of minority members
interacting with majority members.
- Isolation summarises the residentially based probability of minority members
interacting with fellow minority members. High degrees of segregation occur
when minority members have a high probability of spatially interacting with
fellow minority members.

Concentration

- The amount of urban physical space occupi ed by a min ority.
- The relative density of minority members.
- High degrees of absolute concentration occur when a minority occupies a very
small share of the t otal urban ph ysical space.
- High degrees of relative concentration occur when a min ority occupies a very
small sha re of urba n physic al space r elative to the majo rity.

Centralization

- The degree to which a minority group is spatially located near the centre
(Central Business District) of an urban area.
- Absolute centralisation summarises a minority’s spatial distribut ion compared
to the distribution of land area around the CBD. High degrees of segregation
(absolute centralization) occur when a large proportion of a minority would be
required to change area of residence in order to achieve a uniform distribution
around the CBD.
- Relative centralisation summarises the relative share of minority members that
would have to change t heir unit of resi dence in order t o match the d egree of
centralisation of majority members.

Clustering

Note:

- The degree o f spatia l clusteri ng of a min ority.
- The spatial contiguity of minority-rich areas.
- A high degree of clustering implies a residential structure where minority areas
are contiguou s and closely pack ed, creating a single large enclave.
- Absolute clustering summarises the degree to which minority members are
found in nearby as opposed to spatially distant tracts.
- Relative clustering compares the average distance separating minority members in relation to the average distance separating majority members -- the
degree to which a minority exhibits more or less spatial clustering than the
majority.
1. See Massey and Dent on (1988) for a dditional d etail, and for ref erences to related
measurement issues. See Massey and Denton (1998) for clarification of relative
concentration.

problem atic -- a transition to a m ultidimensio nal framework did not involve a
wholesale rejection o f previous seg regation findin gs based o n the Dissimilar ity
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Index alone. Th e five-dimensio nality of residentia l segregation is now often
assumed a priori (Massey and Denton 1989,1993; Massey 1990) and seems to be
widely accepted as a comprehensive structural summary of residential segregation
characteristics (Massey et al 1996).
Unfortuna tely, all of the empirical analyses that have produced this reconceptualisation of residential segregation have been based on ethnic or racial groups
in American metropolitan areas. No attention has been given to the question of
whether or not residential segregation exhibits the same five-dimensional structure
amongst other social groupings, in different societal contexts, and at different
times. If residential segregation is universally comprised of five dimensions, then
these dimensions should be apparent in other forms of soc ial segregation in the city
-- such as incom e segregatio n.
This exploratory study addresses this hypothesis by investigating the structure
of income residential segre gation for inco me group s in Canad ian Census M etropolitan Areas (C MAs). T he pape r is structured ar ound four questions:
-

-

Is income-based residential segregation in Canadian CMAs five-dimension al?
If not, how many dimensions more properly define income-based residential
segregation, and what are the characteristics of these dimensions?
What can the structure of income segregation tell us about the geography of
specific income minorities, income segregation within specific CMAs, and the
spatial patterns of income segregation throughout the metropolitan system?
What is the benefit of measuring and identifying income segregation on
multiple dimensions?

Operationalisation, Data, and Methods
To date, the justification for a five-dimensional structure of residential segregation
has been based on ethnic and ra cial segregatio n in US cities -- in which the degree
of segregation is relatively high, particularly so for Blacks. However, the structure
of residential segregation that Massey and Denton (1988) described should not be
dependent on the magnitude of segregation -- the correlation s of the specific
indices used shou ld be con sistent for both h igh levels of segregation as well as low
levels of segregation. Indices such as the Dissimilarity Index, Gini Index, Entropy
Index, and the family o f Atkinson’s Indices, that were found to define the same
properties of “unevenness” in terms of ethnic or ra cial groups, sh ould also collectively define uneve nness in terms o f income seg regation in the c ity. Moreover,
similar-magnitude correlation coefficients wo uld be derived for these indices from
a minority that exh ibited, for instance, one tenth the degree of unevenness of
blacks in US cities. This means that the structural properties of segregation, or the
variables tha t define particu lar features, sho uld be inde pend-
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TABLE 2 Segregation Indices Used to Index Dimensions of Segregation1
Measures of:
Abbreviation Index Name2
Evenness / Unevenness
DIS
Dissimilarit y Index
GINI
Gini Index
ENT
Entropy Index
ATK1
Atkinson’s Index (shape parameter = 0.1)
ATK5
Atkinson’s Index (shape parameter = 0.5)
ATK9
Atkinson’s Index (shape parameter = 0.9)
Exposure

XPY

ETA2

Interaction Index (interaction of minority with
majorit y)
Isolation Index (exposure of minority to fellow minority members)
Correlation Ratio

Concentration

DEL
ACO
RCO

Delta Index
Absolute Concentration
Relative Concentration

Centralization

ACE
RCE
PCC3

Absolute Centralisation
Relative Centralisation
Proportion Cen tral City Index 3

XPX

Clustering

Note:

ACL
Absolute Clustering
SP
White’s Index of Spatial Proximity
RCL
Relative Clustering
DPXY
Distance-based Interaction
DPXX
Distance-based Isolation
1. This grouping of indices as measures of specific dimensi ons of segregation follows
Massey and Denton (1988).
2. Refer to Massey and Denton 1988 for discussion and formulae for these indices. See
Massey and Denton (1998) for correction to the RCO in dex.
3. Index not used (see text).

ent of the magnitude of segregation. Thus, comparisons of the structural characteristics of residential segregation can be made for a range of different types of
“minority” groups (e.g. income groups, ethnic groups, family group s ) exhibiting
very different lev els of segrega tion in the city.
Following Massey and Denton (1988), this study is based on the use of nineteen separate segregation indices (Table 2). Although Massey and Denton (1988)
included the Proportion Central C ity (PCC) ind ex, definitions o f central city in
Canada have no statistical or census definitional basis, and so the PCC index was
not included. Nevertheless, the range of indices is broad enough to provide extensive insight into the character of income residential segregation in Canadian
CMAs, and is comprehensive enough for an empirical investigation of how the
battery of segregation indices described by Massey and Denton (1988) behave for
income segregation in Ca nadian cities.
The segregation analysis includes all 25 CMAs in Canada. Metropolitan
measures of residential segregation generally require data inputs based on dichot
omised tract populatio ns. For exam ple, indices su ch as DIS typically require tract-
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level counts of the particular minority of interest (e.g. tract level count of “Blacks
”) as well as the non-minority count (e.g. tract-level count of “non-Blacks”). Some
indices, such as those that incorporate distance-based measures (RCE, ACE, ACL,
SP, RCL, DPX X, DP XY) re quire tract-leve l spatial data inp uts (e.g. centroid
coordinates) in an appropriate form (e.g. UTM Coord inates or som e other suitab le
metric) for the derivation of Euclidean distance coefficients. Some (DEL, ACO,
RCO) also require tract areas for th eir calculation (Massey a nd Dento n 1988 ).
Income data for all metropolitan census tracts were derived from the 1991
Census of Canada. Annual household income data were assembled for four household groups: a) less than $20,000; b) $20,00 0 to $34 ,999; c) $ 35,000 to $49,999;
and d) $50,000 or higher. Spatial data for each tract were derived by a GIS from
Statistics Canada CMA census tract d igital cartographic files. After projecting each
C M A digital cartographic file to an appropriate UTM co ordinate system (e.g.
UTM zone 17 for Toronto) tract centroid eastings and northings were derived and
tract areas calculated. Because tract-to-tract and tract-to-CBD Euclidean distance
calculations were required for some of the spatial segregation measures (RCE,
ACE), the coordinates of the centre of the CBD, or peak value intersection (or
dominant CBD in multiple nuclei cases) were identified with the assistance of local
planners, from know ledge of the a reas, city maps, or from inferences drawn from
Nader (1976).
Given that most segregation indices are calculated, and interpreted, based on
“minority” gro ups, in this analysis a group was excluded from metropolitan-specific calculations if it represented a majority of the households. This process
eliminated the $50,000+ income category from Oshawa and Toronto where more
than 50% of househo lds were within th is income group. The metropolitan system
characteristics for the different income minorities are summarised in Table 3.
C M A by income-minority-specific indices were computed according to the
equations defined by Massey and Denton (1988). T he analysis therefore replicates
Massey and Denton’s (1988) methodology, but differs in that an attempt is made
to identify what may be a more appropriate structure of income segregation. Two
separate analyses were carried ou t -- initially, and for com parative purposes, a
principal components analysis (PCA) of the segregation indices using Promax
rotation with the solution forced to five dimensions (following Massey and Denton
1988); and second, Promax rotation without the solution forced to five dimensions
in order to identify what may be a more appropriate dimensionality of income
segregation. For each of the analyses, the input data file was a concatenated file of
CMA s and incom e minority gro up (n=9 8 cases x 1 7 variables ).
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TABLE 3 CMA Population and Income Group Characteristics
% of Households
$20,000- $35,000$34,999 $49,999

1991 Metro
Area Pop1

# Households
Reporting Inc.1

<$20,000

St. John’s

171.9

53.2

21.8

19.4

19.4

39.5

Halifax

320.5

114.0

20.2

20.4

20.8

38.6

Saint John

125.0

43.4

25.7

21.8

20.3

32.1

Chic. - Jonquière

160.9

55.5

24.8

20.9

21.4

32.9

Metro Area

$50,000+

Québec

645.6

244.0

25.0

21.6

20.1

33.3

Sherbrooke

139.2

54.4

32.5

24.1

18.7

24.8

Trois-Rivières

136.3

53.0

31.8

22.1

18.3

27.8

3127.2

1185.6

26.2

21.4

18.7

33.8
48.2

Montréal
Ottawa - Hull

920.9

337.7

17.1

17.1

17.6

Oshawa

240.1

81.4

14.8

15.2

17.3

52.6

Toronto

3893.0

1311.4

15.9

16.4

16.8

50.9

Hamilton

599.8

214.3

19.7

19.0

18.5

42.8

St Cath. - Niagra

364.6

132.6

22.2

21.4

20.2

36.1

Kitchener

356.4

123.2

17.8

19.8

20.3

42.2

London

381.5

140.9

21.3

21.0

19.3

38.4

Windsor

262.1

94.6

23.1

18.7

19.7

38.6

Sudbury

157.6

55.5

22.8

18.2

16.9

42.1

Thunder Bay

124.4

45.2

21.6

18.3

19.2

40.9

Winnipeg

652.4

244.3

25.0

22.2

20.1

32.7

Regina

191.7

69.6

22.1

21.3

19.5

37.1

Saskatoon

210.0

76.3

26.2

21.8

20.0

32.0

Calgary

754.0

266.4

18.1

19.3

18.3

44.4

Edmonton

839.9

293.0

21.6

19.8

18.9

39.7

Vancouver

1602.5

573.5

20.3

19.2

18.4

42.1

287.9

114.5

22.5

22.1

19.6

35.8

Victoria

--

Min

14.8

15.2

16.8

24.8

--

Max

32.5

24.1

21.4

52.6

--

Mean

22.4

20.1

19.1

38.4

-Note: 1. Figures are in thousands.

SD

4.2

2.0

1.2

6.5

Results
Index Characteristics of Income Segregation
The average characteristics of the indices throughout the metropolitan system are
briefly summarised before de scribing the struc tural characte ristics of income
segregation. Descriptive statistics for the nineteen segregation indices for the four
income categories are presented in Table 4 and the correlations between the
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indices are g iven in Tab le 5.
The eveness / unevenness suite of indices reveal that compared to the two
middle income categories, the highest and lowest income group s are the most
segregated according to our understanding of reside ntial unevenness -- the most
common interpretation and measure of residential segregation (Table 4). For
instance, based on DIS, an average of 28.7 % of $50,000+ households and 27.6 %
of <$20,0 00 house holds wou ld have to be relocated to another census tract in order
to be as evenly distributed as households not in these income categories. By
contrast, middle inco me house holds -- the larger share of households in urban
social space -- are more evenly distributed throughout the neighborhoods of the
metropolitan areas. The average values of the GINI, ENT, and ATK family of
indices, which can be interpreted in similar ways and which are highly correlated
with DIS (T able 5) po int to the same g eneralisation.
The experiential aspects of income segregation are partly summarised by the
exposure indices (T able 1, T able 2) -- particularly the isolation index (xPx) which
measures the geographically based, and relative minority size probability of
within-group interaction (Massey and Denton 1988; Lieberson 1981). Again, the
highest income groups are generally most segregated with the highest level of
exposure to same-income-category households (Table 4). For instance, there is (on
average) a 42.7 % chance that a randomly chosen household with >$50,000
income in any Canad ian CM A shares a tra ct or neighb orhood with another household of the same income class. Low-income households also have relatively high
levels of within-group contact (isola tion), and ag ain, because of both geographical
dispersal and relatively large share of the population, middle income households
reside in more hete rogeneo us tracts -- meaning that the prob ability of contac t with
same-income household s is considera bly lower. T here is, on ave rage, a 19.6 %
chance that a rando mly chosen h ousehold with $35,0 00-$49 ,999 inco me in any
Canadian CM A shares a tract with another househ old of the same incom e class.
Concentration is a feature of residential segregation concerned with the
relative density or relative amount of physical sp ace occu pied by the m inority
(Massey and Den ton 198 8; Duncan et al 1961). The suite of concentration measures (Table 2, Table 4) point to the following average p rofile in Canadian CM As:
Highest-income groups are not the most but least segregated acco rding to these
features. This grou p typically reside s in neighbou rhoods w ith the lowest densities
of high income househo lds -- a feature that is not surprising given the large housing and sprawling subdivision characteristics for this highest socio-economic status
group. In contrast, lowest income households are not only unevenly distributed and
have high probabilities of interacting with other low income households, they are
also most spatially concentrated in tracts with above average shares and densities
of other low income households. The RCO index points to some further generalisation of the geometry of income segregation. On average, low income groups have
positive RCO scores and high income groups have negative RCO sco res. Thus, the
degree of concentration in physical space of lo w income h ousehold s considera bly
exceeds th e concen tration of high inc ome gro ups.
Centralisation indices (T able 2) qu antify the degree to which a min ority is
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geograp hically located near the centre of the urban area (Massey and Denton 1988;
Duncan and Duncan 1955). The absolute centralisation index (ACE) measures the
group’s spatial distribution co mpared to the distributio n of land aro und the city
centre. Positive ACE values indicate a tendency for residence closer to the c ity
centre while negative ACE statistics indicate a tendency toward residence in
outlying areas. According to this measure, highest income groups are the most
decentralised or suburban , and conv ersely, lower incom e groups the most centra lised (Table 4). This feature is reinforced by the RCE measures which index centralisation of one gro up relative to others. Average RCE values (Table 4) show that
the two higher income classes are typically segregated in spaces further from the
central city than are the two lower income groups. Both of these centralisation
measures reinforce the continued interpretation of the conce ntric zonal character
of income in Canadian cities (Bourne 1993; Balakrishnan and Jarvis 1991).
Clustering indices (Table 2) tap into the spatial properties of residential
adjacency or contiguity of a minority (Massey and Denton 1988; White 1986;
Duncan et al 1961; Morgan 1983). The higher the ACL index, the greater the
number of same-class minority members that can be found in nearby as opposed
to distant neighbourhoods. From this perspective, lowest-income households are
typically the most spa tially clustered, and the index de clines to the lowest value for
highest income gro ups (Ta ble 4). Th e relative clusterin g index (R CL) also re veals
that lowest-income groups are considerably more clustered in contiguous tracts
than any other income class, and highest-income classes exhibit the least contiguous or clustered spatial segregation.
The generalisation above suggests the follo wing “averag e” profile of income
segregation in Canadian CMAs: Despite relatively low absolute values of the
segregation measures compared to other forms of social segregation such as race
or ethnic status, income segregation can be identified a nd measu red in a number
of distinctive ways in Canadian CMAs. Typically, both low income and highincome groups are relatively unevenly distributed in me tropolitan space. Both
groups also have the greatest probabilities of neighbourhood-level social contact
with members of the same-income class. These similar features of segregation are
occurring in different spatial contexts, however. Low income segregation and
social interaction is spatially concentrated in smaller communities with much
higher densities of fellow low-income households, is occurring in inner city and
middle suburban neighbourhoods rather than new or peripheral subu rban areas,
and is characterise d by consid erably higher tendencies to wards co ntiguous
regionalisation of poor communities. Upper-income segregation, although highest
on unevenness measures, occurs in considerably larger, low density areas that are
more suburban and less regionalised (discontiguous) than poorer C BD-p roximate
commu nities.
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System-Wide Structure:
Is Income Residen tial Segre gation F ive-Dim ensiona l?
Does the residential segregation of income minorities in Canadian cities conform
to the five-dimensional structure of segregation proposed by Massey and Denton
(1988)? In order to address this q uestion, the da ta were first subjected to a PCA
analysis with the solution forced to five dimensions and subjected to Promax
(oblique) rotation to increase the interpretability of results. Component loadings
and inter-factor correlations for this solution are shown in T able 6 (Com ponents
A1 throug h A5).
An interpretation of the component loadings for A1 - A5 (T able 6) sug gests
that the dimensio ns of segrega tion do no t neatly separate into the distinctive
features identified by Massey and Denton (1988) , although there are some sim ilarities with the five-dimensional structure they described. The first axis is recognisable as an evenness/ unevenness dimension although some features of spatial
clustering are associate d with this. Clustering generally defines the second component, although relative centralisation is conflated with this feature. The third axis,
which can be summarised as absolute centra lised density taps into the unique
locational characteristics of low-income minorities. The fourth component is
recognisable as a concentration axis, although not all of the expected concentration indices exhibit high loa dings. The fifth factor is an exposure (isolation) index,
collapsing within-group exposure (i.e. isolation) with distance-based isolation
measures.
The difficulty in interpreting these features is compounded by the fact that the
compo nents have resulted from over-factoring and are generally highly correlated
(Table 6). Both the fourth and fifth components have Eigenvalues lower than one,
meaning that rather than “generalising” the structure or behaviour of the indices,
less information is collapsed or contained in each of the 4 th and 5th compo nents
than that provide d by one m easure in the o riginal suite of indic es. Although it is
preferable to employ oblique rotation methods in this instance, large numbers of
high inter-factor correlation coefficients suggest that the components are not in fact
unique enough to be inte rpreted as distinctive. Th e aim of ob lique rotation is to
allow the axes to become partially correlated, in order to reflect the empirical
reality that the features are not completely independent of each other, but not so
correlated that the structural distinction becomes meaningless. In the case of the
five component income solution, Table 6 shows that compone nt A2 (clustering)
and component A4 (co ncentration) are highly corr elated (r=0 .61). Similar ly,
component A4 (concentration) an d compon ent A5 (isolation) have a strong inver se
association (r=-0.66). Detailed interpretation of this solution is not warranted,
since in reality these feature s are empiric ally collapsed. Thus income segregation
should not be con sidered five-d imensional -- the “g eograph y” of some features of
income segregation ca nnot be separated fro m the “geography” o f others.
The same data set was su bsequen tly re-analysed to id entify a more ap propriate
structural summary of the character of income-based residential segregation
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TABLE 6 Component Structure for Dimensions o f Income Segregation in Canadia n CMAs
Component
Component
A1
Eigen Value
%

A2

9.5 4.6
55.9 27.3

A3

A4

1.2
7.1

0.6
3.4

A5
0.5
2.9

Component
Uneveness
DIS
GINI
ENT
ATK
ATK
ATK
Exposure
XPX
ETA

4.6
27.3

0.83
0.98

-0.31 -0.06
-0.07 0.01

0.87
0.99

0.92
0.96
0.99

0.07
-0.33
-0.10

-0.11 0.98
0.73 0.21
0.88 -0.19

0.88
0.91
0.68

0.00 -0.13
0.22 -0.29

0.88
0.89

0.00
0.01

-0.01
0.92

0.94
0.03

0.87
0.88

-0.03 -0.14 0.23
0.04 0.04 0.22
0.03 0.10 -0.24
0.04 0.17 0.80

0.97
0.96
0.95
0.98

0.17
0.98
0.26
0.80

0.89 -0.11
-0.01 0.03
0.94 0.05
-0.31 -0.08

0.70
0.96
0.92
0.83

0.73
0.22

0.99
0.99

-0.05 0.10 1.02 -0.11 0.19
-0.17 0.21 0.22 0.54 -0.18
-0.02 0.10 -0.11 1.11 0.24

-0.03
-0.02
0.00
0.01
-0.01
-0.01

0.52 -0.06 0.04
0.89 -0.05 0.01

0.07 -0.09 0.92
0.09 0.59 0.01
1.19
0.00
0.71
-0.05

0.13
0.01

0.12
0.12
0.04
0.13
0.10
0.09

Correlation

A1

1.00

B1

A2

0.12 1.00

B2 -0.14

1.00

A3

0.13 0.47 1.00

B3

0.52

A4 -0.20 0.61 0.41
A5

Communality
0.97
0.98
0.99
0.97
0.98
0.98

1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00

-0.16
0.88
0.27
0.47

1.2
7.1

0.00
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.03
0.02

0.98
0.99
1.00
0.99
1.00
1.00

0.04
0.05
-0.01
0.04
0.02
0.01

B3

Component

Communality

Correlation

Note:

B2

9.5
55.9

-0.02 0.01
-0.02 0.01
-0.03 0.05
-0.06 -0.06
-0.05 -0.03
-0.03 0.00

0.98
0.98
0.97
1.00
1.00
0.99

Concentration
DEL
ACO
RCO
Centralisation
ACE
RCE
Clustering
ACL
SP
RCL
DPX

B1

1.00
0.05

1.00

1.00

0.39 -0.50 -0.39 -0.66 1.00
1. Highest ranking loadings are shown in italics.

in Canadia n CMA s. A series of alte rnate solutions were explored, employing
Varimax, Oblimin, and Promax rotations for an Eigenvalue 1.0 extraction threshold, as well as for solutions with one more and one less component than derived
from the latter. Results fro m the different rotation procedures were very similar,
meaning that the findings are robust and not technique-dependent. Results from the
Promax rotated, three-component solution provide a reliable summary of the
structure of income segregation (see Table 6).
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System-Wide Structure: The Dimensionality of Income Segregation
Table 6 reports the component loadings and inter-factor correlation matrix for the
three-component income segregation model (Components B1 through B3). In this
solution, all eigenvalues are >1, and the varian ce of all of the indices is well
accounted for by three components (more than 68 % of the variance of every
index). The inter-factor co rrelation ma trix is reasonab le -- only one coe fficient is
modera tely strong (r=0.52). Income segregation in Canadian CMAs may therefore
be summarised by the following three sources of differentiation.

Unevenness and Isolation
Accounting for 55.9 % of the variation in the seventeen segregation indices,
Component B1 can be interpreted as an unevenness and isolation scale. High
component loadings (T able 6) sho w that this axis colla pses the suite of unevenness
statistics with measures of within-group interaction (isolation) and distance-based
isolation. Geographical unevenness in the intra-urban distribution of income
classes is therefore inseparable from the probability that any given income minority will spatially interact with the same-income class. In short, spatial ine quality is
intimately linked with the experiential inequality of inco me segreg ation. T his
operates differently for different income minorities. Figure 1 shows the u-shaped
features of the media n values of this d imension with respect to income groups. The
<$20,000 income households have characteristically high levels of unevenness and
within-group exposure (isolation) -- this group has component scores greater than
0.0 (i.e. unevenness rather than evenness and higher than average levels of isolation) in every CMA but two (St. Catharines-Niagara and Thunder Bay). Households in the two middle income categories have component scores that are universally below average (below 0.0 ) in all CMA s -- meaning that the y are relatively
evenly distributed th roughout metropolitan space and experience relatively low
probabilities of interacting spatially with only the same-income class. The
$35,000-$49,999 income class is the least segregated on this dimension, and given
the fact that there is very little inter-metropolitan variation in component sco res,
can be considered to have very similar low-level unevenness and isolation characteristics throughou t the metrop olitan system. Although the litera ture tends to
emphasize the segregation of low-income gro ups in inner cities, Figure 1 shows
that on the unevenness and isolation dimension of segregation, the highest income
group is the most segregated. These households are the most unevenly distributed,
but are also unevenly distributed in more income-homogeneous tracts than the
<$20,0 00 group . This acco unts for the highe st levels of isolation for this income
minority -- and a g reater expe rience of inco me similarity am ongst neighb ours.
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Concentration and Clustering
It is well known that the Dissimilarity Index cannot capture pattern effects -identical values of the DIS can be derived from very different spatial configurations of minorities (Peach et al 1981; White 1983; Wong 199 3). The same is true
of Component B1 described above. However, the second dimension of income
segregation (B2) does provide further information about the intra-metropolitan
patterns of segregation. Component B2 (Table 6), accounting for 27.3 % of the
variance in the indices used, can be labeled Concentration and Clustering. It is
characterised by high loadings for absolute concentration (ACO), relative concentration (RCO), relative centralisation (RCE), absolute clustering (ACL), and
relative clustering (RCL). Positive component scores for this a xis index relative ly
high levels of concentration and high levels of sp atial clustering or contiguity;
negative compo nent scores in dex relatively low levels of concentration and clustering. Figure 1 shows a linear trend for the median component scores for the selected
income minorities. Low-income households (<$20,000) are the most segregated
according to this dimensio n. Their patterns of residence generally exhibit concentration in small, if not the smallest, census tracts in the city. As a group they also
occupy the smallest areal share of metropolitan space, and compared to other
income groups, they are closer to achieving the maximum possible spatial concentration. They are also the most spatially clustered, occupying the mo st contiguous
set of similar-income neighbourho ods. These features are coincident or inseparable—low income groups simultan eously occupy sm all, high densit y tracts in a
relatively contiguous region. This group had higher than average degrees of
concentra tion and cluste ring in every C MA.
The linear gradient noted above points to the fact that the level of concentration and spatial contiguity declines throughout the spectrum of income classes,
with lowest levels of concentration and clustering evid ent for the highest income
class. Thus, th e highest income minority typically resides in larger neighbourhoods, occupies more of the physical space of metropolitan areas, and, compared
to other income classes, are the least spatially concentrated. Their somewhat
homogeneous high-income neighbourhoods that give rise to high levels of isolation
are the least contiguous or least regiona lised. In every m etropolitan area, this
income group had lower than average component scores for concentration and
clustering (Figure 1).

Centralise d Dens ity
The third component (Table 6, Component B3), accounting for 7.1 % of the
variance in the 17 indices, can be called a Centralise d Dens ity dimension. High
loading indices defining this axis are DEL and ACE, and so the axis summarises
absolute centralisation o r proximity to the CBD as well as the prope nsity for this
centralisation to coincide with higher than a verage pr oportion s of minoriti es
residing in tracts with above average den sities of the same minority. This also
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reveals something about the spatial pattern of income segregation. Figure 1 shows
a declining linear gradient in median component scores for this axis as income
class increases. Lo west-income groups ha ve the highest lev els of simultaneous
centralisation and same -minority high densities -- reflecting the inner city and inner
suburban patterns of lo w-income segre gation desc ribed abo ve. This is har dly
surprising since the smalle st tracts in Canadian CMAs are typically found in inner
cities. Highest-inco me minor ities are generally segregated in com munities most
distant from the CBD , and in neighbourhoods with low densities -- again not
surprising given the housing and subdivision characteristics of high income communities.
There is considera bly more inter-metropolitan variation in component scores
for this axis than there is for the two previous dimension s, and within each income
category a number of outlier CMAs are evident (Figure 1). Regina and Quebec
stand out as two CMAs that have particularly high centralised density scores
throughout the range of different income classes. Thus, the simple linear gradient
from central city to sub urbs is not as evident in these places, since all income
classes s hare h ig h sco res o n this axis . In Q uebe c C M A for instance, high concentrations of high-income households on the north and south shore of the Saint
Lawrence in close pro ximity to the CB D parall el high concentrations of lowincome households immediately north of the CBD. In Regina, the uniqueness may
be accounted for by the tract-particular features, since some of the smaller tracts
containing high income households are the most suburban. Sherbro oke stands in
sharp contrast to R egina and Q uebec. R elative to all othe r CMA s, it has extremely
low levels of centralised density for all but the highest income class. This may be
a function of min ority size -- Sherbrooke has the largest share of the CMA population in the lowest income categories of any CMA -- some 32 % of households are
below <$20,000 and a further 24.1 % are $20,000-$34,999. T hus, the majority of
the household s represent the lowest income groups, and these are distributed
throughout a range of size and CBD-pro ximate areas.
The above summaries in dicate that it is useful to consider income residential
segregation as a multidimensional construct. These different dimensions of segregation provide d eeper insigh ts into the residential expression of horizontal forms
of income ine quality within Ca nadian cities (B ourne 19 97) but also point to ways
in which scores on these separate dimensions quantify something of the pattern
effects that underlie much of our subjective interpretation of maps of income
characteristics.

Composite Segregation: Minority-Specific Characteristics
The battery of segregation indices used above and the respective dimensions of
income segregation provide a high level of detail, and allow for the comparison of
income groups on the different dimensions of segregation. However, in some
situations one may not be concerned with the separate features, sub-scales, or
spatial patterns of ea ch of these featu res. Thus, a single scale of comp osite segrega-
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tion may be desirable to address the basic question: “which income group is mo st
segregated simultaneou sly over all of the separate dimensions of segregation and
across all CM As (i.e. within the m etropolitan system)?”.
Recognising that the dimensions have differential weights (proportion of
variance explained ), a weighted mean component score is one way to derive such
a composite index. Such a score for each inc ome m inority within the urban system
can be computed by Equation 1:

(1)

Where:
MCOMPk

=

Wi

=

S i, k
n

=
=

the minority k comp osite segrega tion score (sta ndardis ed
to mean=0 and SD=1 ).
the component or dimension weight (e.g. percentage or
proportion of variance explained).
the component score for minority k on the ith component
the number of components extracted for interpretation
(n=3 in this example).

Table 7 shows the MCOM P scores for the CMAs. A value of 0.0 is the metropolitan system-wide m ean and 1 .0 is one standard deviation above av erage. Ta ble
7 is graphically summarised in Figure 2 . In Canadian CM As, households with
<$20,000 per year are clearly the most segregated on this composite index, and
Figure 2 shows the u-shaped trend of declining median segregation characteristics
for the two middle income categories and increasing segregation characteristics for
the highest incom e group, wh ich also exhib its above average composite segregation scores. It is worth noting th at Figure 2 a lso identifies highe st levels of intermetropolitan variation for the lowest income class, a feature which emphasizes the
tendency for extreme segregation of low income groups -- such as the concentration of urban poverty -- to be somewhat city-specific (Broadway 1989, 1992;
Chekki 1999; Myles et al 2000; Kazemipur 2000). It reinforces the findings of
Kazemipur (2000), for examp le, who has sho wn that Saint Jo hn, Queb ec city,
Mont real, and Winnipeg have high proportions of low-income-concentrated
neighbourhood s. Table 7 also shows tha t Regina, T rois Rivières, E dmonto n,
Ottawa-H ull, Calgary, and Hamilton must also be considered to have relatively
high levels of segregation (> 1 SD above average) o f the lowest-income class.
The least segregated group, the $ 35,000 -$49,99 9 per year in come gro up, is
well below average and exhib its little inter-metropo litan variation (F igure 2). T his
group is the most fully integrated into all neighbourhoods of metropolitan
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TABLE 7 CMA Minoroty Compposite Scores (MCOMP)
< $20,000

$20,000-$34,000

$35,000-$49,999

$50,000+

Most Segregated
Québec

1.66

Ottawa-Hull

0.14

Regina

-0.36

Ottawa-Hull

0.65

Winnipeg

1.58

Calgary

0.14

Calgary

-0.54

Calgary

0.53

Regina

1.54

Regina

0.12

Toronto

-0.62

Edmonton

0.51

Trois-Riv.

1.33

Hamilton

0.00

Edmonton

-0.63

Trois-Riv.

0.51

Edmonton

1.30

Toronto

-0.01

Ottawa-Hull

-0.64

Québec

0.46

Ottawa-Hull

1.26

Edmonton

-0.08

Trios-Riv.

-0.64

Winnipeg

0.45

Hamilton

1.18

Vancouver

-0.15

Hamilton

-0.67

London

0.39

Calgary

1.18

London

-0.23

winnipeg

-0.72

Regina

0.38

Montréal

1.17

Kitchner

-0.25

Halifax

-0.72

St John’s

0.37

Windsor

0.96

Winnipeg

-0.28

Vancouver

-0.74

Sherbrooke

0.34

Victoria

0.89

Victoria

-0.31

Kitchner

-0.74

Hamilton

0.30

Toronto

0.86

Québec

-0.34

London

-0.75

Windsor

0.23

Saint John

0.84

Oshawa

-0.36

Saint John

-0.75

Halifax

0.22

Oshawa

0.69

Sudbury

-0.37

Québec

-0.76

Saint John

0.21

Saskatoon

0.66

Halifax

-0.38

Sherbrooke

-0.76

Vancouver

0.19

Vancouver

0.63

Montréal

-0.40

Victoria

-0.77

Saskatoon

0.17

Halifax

0.58

Windsor

-0.46

Chic.-Jonqu.

-0.77

Victoria

0.13

London

0.55

St John’s

-0.51

StCath.-Niagra -0.79

Kitchener

0.06

Sherbrooke

0.54

Trois-Riv.

-0.62

Sudbury

StCath.-Niagra

0.05

-0.82

St John’s

0.50

Saskatoon

-0.65

Oshawa

-0.83

Montréal

0.03

Sudbury

0.44

Chic.-Jonqu.

-0.67

Montréal

-0.83

Sudbury

0.00

Chic.-Jonqu.

0.40

StCath.-Niagra -0.68

Windsor

-0.83

Chic.-Jonqu.

-0.20

Kitchener

0.40

Saint John

-0.69

St John’s

-0.83

Thunder Bay

-0.21

StCath.-Niagra

0.07

Thunder Bay

-0.74

Saskatoon

-0.85

Toronto

n.a.

-0.05

Sherbrooke

-0.89

Thunder Bay

-0.90

Oshawa

n.a.

Thunder Bay
Least Segregated
Mean

0.85

-0.35

-0.73

0.25

areas. The highe st income gro up ($50 ,000+) in the majority o f CMA s exhibits
above-average levels of residential segregation. This is most extreme in cities like
Ottawa-H ull, Calgary, and Edmonton, and least evident in places like Thunder
Bay, Chicoutimi, and Sudbury (Table 7).
The MCO MP sco res summarise minority-spec ific levels of com posite segregation throughout all metropolitan areas. The values of these scores reinforce the
generalisation that high levels of re sidential segreg ation are cha racteristic of bo th
the richest and the poorest income minorities. With relatively low levels of segregation, middle income groups are more fully integrated into all neighbourhoods of
Canadian CM As relative to the highest and lowest incom e minorities.
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Composite Segregation: Metropolitan-Specific Characteristics
Averaging the min o rity -s p ec ific sc ore s by C M A allows one to answer the question:
“Which CMA is most (or least) income-segregated when all dimensions of segregation are considered for all income minorities simultaneously?”.
Equation 2 defines the computation of the CMA composite segregation scores
(CMACO MP), and Table 8 shows the descending rank orde r of the C M AC O M P
values. Considering all income groups together for all dimensions of segregation,
Regina is the most income-segregated CMA in Canada, although it must be remembered that this ranking could be produced from unique segregation features
specific to Regina. T his CMA ranked third behind O ttawa-Hull for m inority
averages in terms of Uneveness and Isolation (Table 8 , Compo nent B1) , was fairly
typical for minority averages on the Concentration and Clustering dimensio n
(Table 8, Component B2), and was the most extreme of all CMAs in terms of
minority averages for the Centralised Density dimension (Table 8, Component
B3). London and Montreal are examples of the most “average” Canadian CMAs
in terms of composite income segregation features -- each with a composite score
of –0.01, and ranking 10th and 11 th (Table 8). However, the specific segregation
features that have generated these similar sco res are differen t. In London, average
income minority characteristics for Unevene ss and Isolation are fairly typical of
the metropolitan system (Table 8, Component B1), as they are for Concentration
and Clustering (Table 8 , Compo nent B2) . How-
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TABLE 8 CMA Composite Segregation Scores (CMACOMP)
Mean Minority Score on Component
CMACOMP

B1

B2

Regina

0.42

0.38

Ottawa-Hull

0.35

0.49

Calgary

0.33

Edmonton

Mean Min.
B3

DIS Index

0.00

2.33

0.23

0.17

-0.09

0.33

0.34

0.24

0.58

0.23

0.27

0.22

0.16

1.15

0.26

Winnipeg

0.26

0.25

-0.09

1.68

0.18

Quebec

0.26

0.42

0.05

-0.22

0.31

Hamilton

0.20

0.28

0.12

-0.11

0.25

Trois-Rivières

0.15

0.21

-0.13

0.67

0.18

Toronto

0.08

-0.29

0.78

0.25

0.31

Montreal

-0.01

0.09

-0.35

0.56

0.31

London

-0.01

0.09

0.01

-0.88

0.23

Victoria

-0.02

-0.05

0.09

-0.19

0.27

Vancouver

-0.02

-0.02

0.01

-0.07

0.24

Windsor

-0.03

0.12

-0.10

-0.85

0.21

Halifax

-0.07

-0.13

-0.03

0.16

0.20

Most Segregated

Saint John

-0.10

0.00

-0.29

-0.12

0.18

St John’s

-0.12

-0.09

-0.12

-0.29

0.16

Kitchner

-0.13

-0.21

0.03

-0.16

0.22

Oshawa

-0.17

-0.43

0.43

-0.42

0.20

Saskatoon

-0.17

-0.14

-0.06

-0.81

0.19

Sudbury

-0.19

-0.02

-0.23

-1.45

0.18

Sherbrooke

-0.19

-0.23

-0.04

-0.39

0.22

Chic-Jonquière

-0.31

-0.45

-0.14

0.16

0.13

StCath-Niagra

-0.34

-0.47

-0.07

-0.34

0.19

Thunder Bay

-0.48

-0.54

-0.17

-1.18

0.18

Least Segregated

ever, minority averages for Centralise d Dens ity are almost one standard deviation
below the m etro p olitan sy stem a ve rage (Ta ble 8, C ompone nt B 3). In M ontreal
minority average component scores for Uneveness and Isolation (Table 8, Component B1) were similar to London. However, on average, Montreal exhibits considerably less Concentration and Clustering of income minorities (Table 8, Component B2), and considerably higher relative levels of Centralise d Dens ity of income
minorities than London (Table 8, Component B3).
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(2)

Where:
CMACOMPc =
MCOMPk

=

p

=

the metropolitan area average m inority comp osite segregation score (standardised to mean 0 and SD 1).
the minority k composite segregation score for the specific CMA (see Equation 1).
the total number of minority groups included in the stud
y.

Thunder Bay is Canada’s least income-segregated CMA. It exhibits below
average minority mean component scores for all dimensions of segregation -- 0.5,
0.2, and 1.2 SD below average for Unevenness and Isolation, Concentration and
Clustering, and Ce ntralised D ensity respectively (Table 8), and it is obvious that
the spatial “evenn ess” of incom e minorities is pa ralleled by v ery low le vels of
Centralised Density in this CMA.
The examples above illustrate how metropolitan levels of income segregation
may be, in some circumstances, a function of unique combinations of segregation
features -- although scores on the Unevenness and Isolation dimension (the largest
in terms of exp lained varian ce) seem to dominate these levels of se gregation.

Are there Benefits to Indexing Multiple Dimensions of Income Segregation
and Ado pting Com posite Segreg ation Scores?
The analysis described above is both data and computationally intensive and the
interpretation of structures of segregation is considerably more difficult than the
interpretation of a single index measure. Thus, an obvious issue is whether o r not,
within the context of the metropolitan system, simpler or more e asily interpretab le
indices tell us the same thing as the battery of indices and dimensions of segregation used here. An obvious c andidate is the workhors e of segrega tion studies -- the
Index of Dissimilarity (D IS). Given that Unevenn ess and Iso lation is the most
importa nt dimension of segregation (accounting for 56 % of the variation of
segregation indices in this analysis), and tha t DIS is a high-lo ading variab le on this
axis (i.e. a key indicator or single-variable surrogate), it m ay be expe cted that little
more is to be gained from a multivariate approach to segregation than simply
adopting DIS to m easure inco me segreg ation. This is in fac t the case, espe cially
when a compo site summary o f residentia l segregation, irrespective of pattern
effects is sought, since neither the Unevenn ess and Isolation dimension nor DIS
index the spatial patterns of unevenness. The correlation between DIS and
M CO M P for the metropolitan system is 0.92 for the <$20,000 group; 0.93 for the
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$20,000-$34,999 minority; 0.63 for the $35,000-$49,999 minority; and 0.84 for
the $50,000+ minority. The utility of DIS as a surrogate for composite segregation
is therefore weakest for the $35,000-$49,999 minority. Only 40 % of the variation
in compo site segregation (i.e. segregation as a multidimensional construct) can be
accounted for by DIS , meaning that characte ristics other than u nevenness in
residential pattern are m ore impo rtant in understa nding the geo graphical c haracteristics of segregatio n of this specific income group than they are for other income
minorities. Converse ly, the utility of DIS as a surrogate for composite segregation
is strongest for the $20,000-$34,999 minority, in which 86 % of the variation in
M C O M P is accounted for by DIS alone. Therefore, little additional insight into the
geography of income segregation for this minority at a metropolitan system scale
is achieved by measuring characteristics such as centralisation, clustering, or
spatial conc entration.
In the main, the composite measures derived from including information from
multiple dimensions of segregation tell us little m ore than wh at could be easily
obtained by calculating DIS, since the dominant dimension weighting the composite measures is one that summarises the same properties as DIS. The efficiency of
DIS as a tool for generalising and com paring inco me minor ity segrega tion levels
is impressive -- although an understanding of other feature s of segregatio n would
be required to summarise pattern effects such as centralisation, clustering, and
concentration.
A related issue is the utility of employing DIS in sum marising CM A-specific
levels of segregation for all minorities--in other words, the comparative utility of
CMACOMP and mean DIS indices for the income minorities within each CMA.
The mean DIS index values for the income minorities in each CMA are given in
Table 8. There is a very strong correlation between CMACOM P scores and mean
DIS values (r=0.94). Thus 88 % of the variation in CMACOM P can be accounted
for by mean DIS indices alone. Like MCOMP, therefore, employing the extensive
battery of indices required to measure multiple dimensions of segregation does not
significantly enhance an understanding of the overall degree of residential segregation of all income minorities in a city. The DIS is an effective, easily computed,
and easily understood measure of segregation that adequ ately captures the overall
degree o f income gro up segrega tion in the city.
The general efficiencies of DIS for summarizing the degree of segregation of
one income minority relative to others, or of one city relative to others for all
income minorities, should not obscure the fact that this approach misses important
insights into the spatial p roperties o f segregation. A gain, Tor onto and Montre al,
provide useful examp les. The co mparati ve develop ment, differences, an d similirati
es between these CMAs have been well documented (see Ledent et al 1999 for
example). Table 8 shows that these CMAs have identical (and relatively high)
mean DIS indices for th e in c ome minoritie s, as we ll as similar C M AC O M P scores
that are average within the metropolitan system. However, reliance on either mean
DIS indices or on CMACOM P scores obscures an important difference between
the two CM As. This difference is not associated with the overa ll degree of income
segregation, but with the spatial properties of segregation. Relative to other CMA s,
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an important spatial feature of income segregation in T oronto is Concentration and
Clustering, whereas in Montrea l a key feature is Centralise d Dens ity.
The relative utility of the multiple dimension app roach and the use of composite segregation scores is therefore limited if a simple index of the degree of segregation is desired. If data and computational intensity is not an issue, then the
compo site segregation measures described here provide a more detailed and more
accurate measure, since they capture many different features or dimensions of
segregation simultaneou sly. The real a dvantage o f the multiple dimension approach is the ability to gain insights into the spatial properties of segregation not
summarised by unevenness measu res, and the ab ility to relate one m inority to
another and one c ity to another o n a series of stand ardised sca les. It provides a
quantitative parallel to more subjective visual map compa risons. Thus, for example, one can compare the spatial concentration and clustering of income minorities
in Regina and Toronto, and not only index the se features for e ach city, but index
where in relation to all other CMA s these cities, or specific minorities, are situated.
The latter is impossible by visual inspections of tract-level maps of income classes.
Such an approach also provides another set of tools for measuring and describing
some of the characteristics o f the comple x social eco logy of the Ca nadian city.

Conclusion
Factorial ecology studies have long shown that socio-economic or income segregation is one of the most important sources of social variation in the North American
City, and is increasingly represented by new forms of inequality. Summarising the
spatial characteristic s and patterns of this kind of segregation within cities has
typically relied on m ap distributio ns of comp onent scor es of Socio -econom ic
Status, although single index measures suc h as the Index of Dissimilarity have also
been employed to summarise the degree of residential unevenness in the distribution of households by income. Given that recent research has argued for a fivedimensional understanding of residential segregation, this paper has explored the
dimension ality of income segregation within the Canadian metropolitan system.
W e find that current arguments for a five-dimensional structure of segregation
need to be qualified with respect to the type of social segregation under consideration. Perhaps racial or ethnic segregation in US urban systems is five-dimensional, but three dimensions of variation better define income residential segregation in Canadia n CMA s. Thus, some of the features that Massey and Denton
(1988) hypothesized to be distinct are empirically collapsed, or spatially inseparable, within the co ntext of incom e segregatio n.
This study has shown that there is value in adopting a multidimensional
approach since it provides deeper insights into the gen eraliseable spatial patterns
of income segregation throughout the metropolitan system. This is particularly so
for dimensions of segregation that extend our understanding of minority-spec ific
or city-specific forms of segregation that are not summarised by general measures
of unevenness. By scaling each minority or each CMA on a series of standardised
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scales (component scores), the relative segregation of groups and cities can be
better described , and unique features of the ge ographic al patterns of in come
segregation for specific minorities and cities can be identified.
We have identified two measures that provide composite, quantitative summaries of the structural character (dimensionality) of income segregation. Compared
to commonly used indices such as DIS, these composite indices provide a more
comprehensive and standardised relative measure of segregation since they are
based on informa tion from mu ltiple dimensio ns of segrega tion. How ever, little is
to be gained by employing these composite indices if researchers are only concerned with deriving a simple summary measure of residential segregation. The
easily computed, easily interpreted workhorse of segregation, DIS, performs very
well in this regard .
One area in which the multidimensional approach to income segregation may
prove valuable in future studies is in our understanding of system-level change
through time. For, instan ce, if future studies id entify fewer dimensions of income
segregation, then income segregation within Canadian CMAs could be considered
structurally less comp lex -- as the geographical chara cteristics of unevenness,
isolation, concentra tion, centralisatio n, and clusterin g becom e less distinctive
features. However, increasing structural simplicity in this case may b e equated with
increasing social polarisation -- since Massey and Denton (1989, 1993) have
argued that as the dimensions of segregation collapse or converge in structure,
there is a tendency toward hypersegregation. More detailed comparative studies
would be required to better understand how segregation structures are changing
through time, which specific minority segregation features lie behind these change
s, or how individual CMAs are implicated in such change. Likewise, there is a
need to understand the structure and complexity of residential segregation for other
key sources of social differentiation in Canadian cities -- such as Family Status
groups (family and age gro ups), as well as ethnic minorities.
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